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All aboard for sketch-it, 
find-it, puzzle-it, love-it, 
faith-building fun!
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Radar’s mom frowned as she was 
Verb ending with -ing

 dinner.  

“I forgot a few things at the store. Please fly there and buy one lemon, two buns,  

and a quart of milk.” So Radar 
Adverb

  flew to the  

store and bought one 
Noun

 , 

two 
Noun (plural)

 , and a quart of 
Noun

 .   

The 
Adjective

 store clerk scratched his 
Adjective

head.  

“I can bag all this,” he said, “but how will you 
Verb

 it home?”   

Radar 
Verb

 and 
Verb

 ; then his  

face lit up with a 
Adjective

 smile. “I know,” he 
Verb ending with -ed

.

Radar called his mom, who 
Adverb

 came to the store.  

“We’re eating here tonight,” said Radar. “It’s 
Adjective

 this way.”

Radar’s mom applauded 
Adverb ending with -ly

 , and together  

she and Radar 
Verb ending in -ed

  

a 
Adjective

 meal together.

Radar Goes Shopping
Ask a friend, sibling, or parent to call out the parts of 

speech listed under the blanks below. Write the words 

they tell you in the blanks; then read the story, for some 

silly story fun!

Noun— a person, place, or thing 

(Jerry, school, bicycle)

Verb— an action (stand, sit, jump)

Adverb— describes an action  

(loudly, quickly)

Adjective— describes something 

(cold, slimy, broken)
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Olivia and 
Friends

Jesus gives Olivia his love. You can give her wings! Complete this picture.

Because Jesus loves me, I can love others!

Across: 1. possum 2. snake 3. explorers 4. Radar 5. yours 6. frog 7. tadpole 8. Mawtha 
Down: 9. raccoon 10. spider 11. Sal 12. Ray 13. president 14. Jesus 15. bear

Olivia loves her buddies; to her 
they’re all the best.

Some you’ve met—and some not 
yet—let’s see if you can guess.

She might know the president or 
someone even higher.

Her list of friends is big, big, big for 
such a little flier!

Across
1. He’ll pretend that he’s asleep, then slip away 
on padded feet.
2. She often slides and slithers, but she’s never 
one to dither.
3. Olivia never finds them boring when they 
stop in for some exploring.
4. He flits, he flies, he owns the skies.
5. If you could check her best-friend list, guess 
whose name you wouldn’t miss?
6. She’s a proper hopper.
7. Today you’ll find him in the pond, but he won’t 
be there long.
8. She packs a lot of pretty in someone 
who’s so bitty.

Down
9. He always wears a burglar’s mask, but doesn’t 
stay unless he’s asked.
10. She sits and spins, spins and sits…this busy 
buddy never quits.
11. He’s somehow got the knack for growing 
tails back.
12. When they say he’s extra bright, they’re 
always extra right.
13. Olivia’s delighted this person’s house 
was whited.
14. Of all the friends she holds close, he’s the 
one she loves the most.
15. Olivia always thinks it’s great when he 
comes to hibernate.

Olivia’s  
Bestest 
Buddies!
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Light—what Jesus shines into 
Radar’s heart
Cave—where Radar 
calls home
Nocturnal—a word 
describing Radar, who sleeps 
all day and is active at night
Wings—what Radar 
uses to fly
Mosquitoes—one of Radar’s 
favorite snacks
Colony—what you call a bunch of bats
Echolocation—how bats find their way 
in the dark
Roof—what bats cling to when 
they’re sleeping
Fruit—what some bats eat for every meal
Mammal—bats are the only ones that can fly
Fur—what Radar wears every day
Ears—Radar’s are big to help him find food
Hibernate—some bats sleep all winter

Olivia—
Radar’s bestest owl buddy
Sal—Radar’s salamander bestie
Jesus—Radar loves doing what Jesus says
Pup—A baby bat. Radar was a beautiful pup!
Roost—a place bats hang upside-down  
to sleep
Batboy—a boy who helps a baseball team. 
Radar isn’t one!
Thumbs—Radar has two…and so do you!
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Radar’s 
Direction 
Detection 
Challenge!
Radar can zip 
and zoom in any 
direction—in total 
darkness. Let’s see 
how you do finding 
words that zip 
and zoom in every 
direction, too!
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Seek and Find

Can you find a          traffic cone, a              basketball, a           top hat, a           peppermint candy, an       ice cream  

cone, a                   shark, a       boomerang, a           baseball bat, a        slice of pizza, and an          anchor?
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Help Mawtha 
fly home!

“Take courage. I am here!” 
(Matthew 14:27)

When Mawtha flies, she flutters. She’s not one for loop-de-loop, but today she’s brave outside the cave. She’s learning 
how to swoop!

I’m glad Jesus 
helps me have 

courage!

LAND HERE

START  
HERE Word Searches

Silly  
Fill-in-The-Blank 

Stories

Hidden Pictures

Art Prompts

Mystery Mazes

Crossword Puzzles
Plus even more 
fun activities that 
reinforce Bible 
truths and give your 
little one hours of 
faith-building fun! 
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Hello, new friend!
I’m Buzzly Bee, and you won’t BEE-lieve all the fun I have for you!

You’ll meet five of my bestest-ever buddies 
and play games with them. And you’ll find  out which of them can see in the dark,  grow back their tails, and glow in the dark. Un-BEE-lievable stuff!

Ready to get started?
Turn the page and buzzzzzzzz on in for a honey of a happy time!



Olivia is the owl-around 
kindest flyer you’ll ever find.

Mawtha is my  
bravest-ever friend.

Sal is one super 
salamander—you’ll love him.

Radar is my best bat buddy.

And nobody glows 
better than my 

glowworm friend, Ray!

Now buzzzz on in for fun 

activities and to find out 

more about your new 

cave friends! Need help? 

Ask a grown-up!

Here are five new friends 
you’re about to meet:
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Jesus gives us direction.  
Where do you think Jesus 

is leading you?

Color me!
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Help Mawtha 
fly home!

“Take courage. I am here!” 
(Matthew 14:27)

When Mawtha flies, she flutters. 
She’s not one for loop-de-loop, 

but today she’s brave outside 
the cave. She’s learning 

how to swoop!

I’m glad Jesus 
helps me have 

courage!

LAND HERE

START  
HERE
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Seek and Find

Can you find a          traffic cone, a              basketball, a           top hat, a           peppermint candy, an       ice cream  

cone, a                   shark, a       boomerang, a           baseball bat, a        slice of pizza, and an          anchor?
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Spotty 
Sal

Circle all the differences you can 
find between Sal #1 and Sal #2.

Ack! My spots 
are all shifting!

Hint: We found 10. How many can you find?

SAL #1

SAL #2
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How did Ray feel when his 
light went out?

Delighted.

What did one lightning bug 
ask another?

So, when are you going out tonight?

How do you start a 
firefly race?

On your mark…get set…glow!

Why did the policeman give 
a ticket to Ray?

Because his taillight was out!

Why did Ray offer to carry 
Mawtha’s bags?

Like Jesus, Ray likes to lighten the load of his friends!

What goes “snap, crackle, 
and pop”?

A firefly with a short circuit!

What does a proud firefly 
mommy say to her little girl?

Honey, you’re so bright!




